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:Socialism, it is needless to say is not regarded 
with the eye of favor, and this is so, as far as the 

( people are concerned, because it is not understood. 
The natural indolence, both physical and mental, of 
the average human being, induces him to take things 
on trust and without scrutinising to any evtent the 
source of communication—a peculiarity for which 

# society has paid in blood and agony. Nevertheless 
socialism, its aims, and methods of attaining those 
aims, are not only vital questions of today, but they 
are the most vital questions in the forefront of social 
activity, and on the answer given to them depends 
the future of social Welfare.

What is socialism f Briefly, socialism, like capi
tal, is a social relation, a social system wherein social 
relationships are determined by the economic found
ation on which that system rests. Societies 
ganised around the material an4, machinery of pro

duction, and the state of complexity of that organi
sation is according to, the stage of development 
reached by the society. Also, by far the greater 
PMUlOtx-ial activities.are centred on the nuutner 
and method by which it gains its livelihood. It is ap
parent that according to the nature and character 
of the prime base the nature and character of the 
prime vertical will be, or, to put it better, the super- 

. structure evolved from the'method by which society 
obtains its necessities will harmonise with the base 
from which it springs.

In our own day, the economic foundation of soci
ety is capitalist property right, i.e., the right of 
clads, the capitalist class, to own as private property 
tiïà material ’and machinery of wealth production 

and distribution necessary for the continued life of 
the total society. The method of capitalist produc
tion is commodity production, or production for sale, 
at a profit. This condition gives rise to its relentless 
competitive struggle for a “place in the sun,” since 
the more production and sales .under those terms, 
the more profit accrues to the owner. The individu
alist philosophy of capitalism, founded on its ideal- 

; idtic conceptions of social progress, determines that 
this competition shall be “free” in order that the in
centive, the enterprise, the ability and idealism of 
the individual shall have free play and 

V > hampered by any class restrictions, the resultant 
necessity of which is efficient and cheap production.

But of necessity, one 
means of life, must • expropriate the 
portion of society. What then’ Simply this, that 

% since that other portion must have
means of life or die of starvation, access to those 
means can only be had on the terms imposed by the 
owning class and the terms are, that, nnk.. that, 
class can find a market for its commodities in order 

nV to realise the profit contained in them, industry shall 
not operate. The expropriated class, -therefore, since 

F" *** Me condition is controlled by another class, is in 
v subjugation to that class The workers of this so
il cicty therefore,’’being subject to the capitalist
L,.- 'em, are wage slaves.
■E-T
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To sell a commodity is to exchange it for an
other commodity of equal value. Exchange under 
capitalism is on a currency basis, and commodities, 
we may assume for purposes of illustration, ex
change at value expressed in terms of money. But 
manifestly, there can be no exchange without pro
duction, and it is equally clear that there can be 
no production without the application of human 
labor. But that labor, as pointed out, is slave labor, 
being deprived of freMom of that which is required

traffickers in commodities buy and sell in the most 
advantageous market. The incentive of capitalist 
competition, therefore, acts along the line of 
omy in production, thereby once more compelling 
the incentive of the workers in the same direction— 
economy in the production of their labor-power— 
which simply means the redaction of the standard 
of life to the lowest possible level of subsistence, 
si stent with efficiency.

But that is not all. The application of machinery 
not only displaces social labor, but it increases its 
productive capacity enormously, and the capitalist 
ownership of the machinery of production involves thq 
same class ownership of what is produced. Hence, 
while labor power receives its markèt value, wages, 
it does not receive its productive value—surplus. 
The conclusion of which state of affairs is, that effi
ciency and invention in production not only displaces 
social labor but at the same time enhances produc
tive power, creating a surplus of labor power on the 
one side, to -a surplus of commodities on the other. 
This oversupply of commodities lowers the market 
price of the necessities of life, therety lowering the 

price of the commodity labor power, and as the vaine 
of a commodity is the value of the socially necessary 
labor in it, the social community cannot buy back 
what it has produced in value, with the price--wages 
—which it received for its commodity labor power. 
Simply that what the worker receives in wages is 
not equal in vaule to what he produced in the same 
period. Further, as the capitalist cannot produce 
unless he receives a profit, and as the community, 
society, cannot buy back this surplus, industry 
to a stand and the producers who create this 
plus starve because of their own industry.

Socialism proposes the abolition of this anarchic 
state of society, by the transference of capitalist pro
perty right in the means of life to collective society. 
So that the social commonwealth shall own and con
trol, direct and administer all the social affairs, ac
tivities and necessities, that in the fullest sense thé'' 
supreme control of its own life conditions shall be'- 
vested in the hands of the people, for use and benefit, 
in its own interest for its own highest good, happi
ness and well being. That is socialism and those are 
its aims.
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And the method of attainment ? It must of 

essitv be in accordance with and proceed from the 
historic condition. The interest of a slave class must 
be opposed to the interest of a master class. O^ 
viously this conflict of interest must increase in in
tensity with social expansion until a climax is reach
ed, and a climax will be reached when the ever de
veloping forces of production, creating new condi
tions of friction, ever widening potentials of struggle, 
ever deepening intensities of interests, shall have

nec-scope, un-,

Nto sustain life, and since capitalism buys and sells as 
well as produces in terms of money, it follows that 
the social capacity of the community to labor iV in
volved in the same terms, or in other words, the 
workers sell their power to labor, receiving in re
turn its market value, expressed in money.

But the aforestated necessity of cheap produc
tion cheapens labor power, by cheapening the 
shies of life which ^reproduce labor power, and 
commodities exchange at value, the value of labor 
{Sower becomes—equals—the value of the necessities 
of life, food, clothes, shelter. But efficiency in pro
duction and the introduction of machinery displaces 
the social labor, thus compelling the workers to 
compete for jobs, as it compels the masters to 
pete for markets. As this competition is “free.”

?

!class in society, owning the 
non-possessing

kir
access to those

¥

\ neces-
M- Agenerated a condition, as it most do, where the old 

regime and its obsolete methods, unable to expand, 
renders the further existence oj society imposable, 
and gathering together the foul forces of its^ totter- - 
ing and decadent civilisation, in a f ran tie -panic of 
desperation may hurl itself, only to be broken and 
forever ruined against the irresistible oncoming of 
the social revolution.
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Socialist Party of Canada 
Propaganda Meetings

BRING YOUR FRIENDS ESPECIALLY IF 
THEY DONT AGREE WITH US.

STAR THEATRE, 300 Block, Main Street

Feby. 26th. Speaker, W. A. Pritchard. 
Subject: “The Lesson of Marxism.”

March 6th.—Speaker, J. D. Harrington.
Subject: “Darwinism and its Present Day

Critics. " ' t
March 12th.—Speaker: Robert Kirk. 

Subject: “The Class Struggle.'

March 19th.;—Speaker, W. A. Pritchard. 
Subject : “The Paris Commune.”

March 26th.—Speaker: T. O’Connor. 
Subject : Working Class Politics. ’

AT NORTH VANCOUVER.
128—2nd Street West.

Feby. 26th. Speaker, R. Kirk.
Subject: Sidelights on the Genoa Confer
ence.”

March 6th.—-T. O’ Conner.
Subject : “The Working Class. '

March 12th.—Speaker: W. McQnoid.
Subject: “Unemployment: Its Causes and 

Effects.”

March 19th.—Speaker: Sidney Barp.
Subject : “The Paris Commune. ' ’

March 26th.—Speaker: Robert Kirk.
Subject : ‘Social Revolutions. ’

All meetings at 8 pan.
Questions. Discussion.
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The Origin of the World Book Review m
ir>_TRIUMPHANT PLUTOCRACY.

Mit. But lots of people say that it does not form a 

cross at all, and if you know what the stars mean 
you soon realize yourself that they do not form a

Chapter 2.

THE DEPTHS OP THE SKY.
By R. P. Pettigrew, formerly Senator for South 

Dakota. ¥:5

K-cross in any sense of the w’ord. That, however, has Academy Press, 112 Fourth Ave., New York City, 
nothing to do with what I want to tell you. If you 
know the Southern Cross, you probably know the 

‘Pointers” which point to the Cross. "Well, one of 

these pointers is called by astronomers ‘‘Alpha Cen- 

tauri”—that is, the first star (Alpha is the first let-

V-iBy R. McMillan. 430 pp.
’’M

N reading over the previous chapter 1 noticed I t 
had mentioned the “sky,” and I felt that it 
would be quite wrong of me to go any further 

without explaining what I mean when I say “the
sky.” There is no snch thing as the sky. Men ter of the Greek alphabet) in the constellation of
have imagined one, that is all ! The blue you see
when yon look up during the day is not a real thing,
but is jnst the effect of the sunlight. If you could
look through the haze of sunlight, you would see the

Here is an inside story of fifty years of American 
business-aud-politics, by a man who was a sufficient 
nuisance to the big business imperialists to cause 
Marc Hanna to 1m> as anxious to defeat him at the 

polks as to elect McKinley President. It is inter

esting and instructive muck-raking.
There are pages where he grows eloquent in the 

interests of democracy over the tariff on nickel ; 
pages where he reasons that panics are due to the 

failure of the House of Representatives to endorse 
hi-metalism : pages where he runs sentences in capi

tals to convince his readers that the railroads are 
their property having paid for them with high t 

freight rates and fares ; but as a whole it is accumu
lative evidence enough to convince the most politi

cally innocent that Wall Street controls Washington 

—and that, too, in a very crude and open manner.
In it there is marshalled the unsavory Tacts of the 
last half century of American public life, ranging in

m

w
t.the Centaur. That was the first star that was meas

ured in our hemisphere, and the distance of Alpha 

Centanri from Australia is—how far do you think * 
It is the nearest star, as far as we know ; and its dis

tance is 26.000,000,000 miles. I do not know how 
; neither does any one else. Neither 

you nor I really understand what a billion means. 

I know that among the Americans a billion means—- 

I find, when I come to write it, that I have forgot- 

or ten, and it is not worth looking it up. But you are 
quite safe in thinking that an American billion and 

an English billion are quite different things, and 

they are both quite beyond oar grasp. Astronom-

im
!..

'.f1 I
• :<*

£$ v .<
stars shining in the daytime jnst the same as they 
do at night. There is no “sky,” but 1 have to say 
“sky” so that you may understand me when I speak far*that means 
about things that appear to be above us. But what 
is above us? Nothing at all ! What is all about us? 
space ! But space is nothing? Yes, space is nothing 
also ! Outside of this little world of ours there is

;

“up"’ or “down,” or “east"* or “west,” 
“north” or “south,” or any direction at all.
no

*

Having said that, I feel as if I ought to stop àhd 
give you a month’s vacation to think about it. But 
that would be of no use, for yon would never be able

;

long ago gave up using ordinary figures forers
to arrive at the truth merely by thinking. You most starry distances. The stare are too remote for our
have facts in order to arrive at the truth, Your own puny measuring rods of miles. They have a differ- importance from the drunken sprees of Grover Oeve- 

deceive you more than anybody conld do with • ent measure entirely, and that is the velocity of light, land to the peculiar harmony between Samuel Gom-
Do you know how fast light travels? When I pere and the Trusts.

!

senses
the printed page of a book. It appears so simple
for you to ask how the world began, but as soon as first heard that light travels at a rate that could

I begin to explain it I realize that you have got be measured, I was astonished. I had never thought only solution for our present problems is
about it at all, but light seemed to me to be there all workers to take possession of their jobs, assume the

direction of economic policy, and take the full pro-

Ex-Senator Pettigrew is of the opinion that the
“for theever

to learn quite a lot of facts which are necessary for
an understanding. And the first of them is, What the time, just as the force of gravity is. If you 
is the “sky?” As’ I have told you, there is no “sky” let a cup fall, it seems to fall at once. I did not know duct that they create. Af.er writing a whole book

to show who has the political power, and the forceat all, but if yon look out into space at night you that a force pulled it down at a certain speed. In 
will see the stars shining. I told you that the stars fact, I did not know there was such a thing as gravi-

some of them a million times brighter tation till I was a man. Light was the same sort of he draws the rather astonishing conclusion that our
emancipation “under our form of government can

■Clthey have at Their disposal to protect that power,
3were suns,

than our sun. But what is holding them still? They thing to me—a something that is, that always had
;&-t ■,mand should be accomplished not by force but by 

political action.” Who said freedom is impossible 
for the American people because they think they 
already have it?

In some remarks Pettigrew shows decidedly clear 
vision. The attention of various political parties is 
respectfully directed to what he says of Bryanism : 
“Ti is the politics of an ignorant, unimagiqjible and 
a rather vain mind that is quick to trifles and impot
ent before major issues. Reform politics in the Udfy- 
ed States has never existed on »ny other basis, and 
therefore reform politics has alw^-s proved an easy 
mark for the machinations of big business.”

The book will doubtless be heralded as “an amaz-

are not stiiL They are not being held up at all. been, like the air or the sun. 
Every star is flying as fast as we are, or faster.
Some are travelling so fast that a cannon-ball in 
flight alongside thqp would appear to be creeping.

Light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles a sec
ond. You ought to make a note of that, for it is" 
terribly upsetting, and you ought to be quite sure 

Nothing is standing still in all the wide universe, about it. Light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles 
Nothing is fixed ; nothing stays where it is for a sin- a second ; and if the world is 25,000 miles round, then 
gle second. That may be difficult, very difficult, light would travel—how many times round the 
for yon to understand ; bnt it is true, and that is earth in a second ? Yon work it out, and you will 
why it would be of no use for me to begin telling remember it. Do not take my word for anything, 
you how the world came to be unless I first told you Find it ont for yourself, and if you can show me that 

some of the facts of the universe which are quite I am wrong I will thank you for setting me right.

•J

v

Suppose a ray of light left your house tonight to 
travel to the nearest star, how long do you think

well known to all scholars.
When you look up into the sky at night you see 

the stars, thousands of them. And they seem quite it would take to get there, travelling at the rate of
186,000 miles a second? You could never guess, so in revelation” by the liberal press who are in the 

habit of standing agape at all manner of things that 
everyone else knew long before. For a worker? per
haps the most instructive feature of the book is. the 
frequent occurence of remarks that tend to the con
clusion that thé liberal anti-imperialist factor in 
American politics is but the expression of economic 
interests that would find it more profitable for the 
government to spend money developing the interior 
of U. S. than on exploiting outside peoples. They 
may rail at imperialism, but are not likely to assist 
us in overthrowing capitalism.

a long way off, do they not? Suppose" you were 
asked how far away you thought the stars were, I 
wonder what you would say. It is very wonderful 
to learn how distant they are, and then ask people travelling at the rate of 186,000 miles a second. And

that star is the nearest ! If the nearest star is so far

I had better tell you. It would take a ray of light 
three and a half years to reach the nearest star.

«

*
-< .

;

•«re
about it, just to find out how little they know about 
the world they live in. Very few people know. I away, how far is the furthest? I do not know—no- 
know people who spend years and years reading silly body does. If yon went out on the wings of light

well read”: but they to that star Alpha Centanri, and made a dwelling ;-
books, and think they are
have no idea of what sort of a world they live in, there for yourself among the flaming gases of which

it is composed, and then had a look for the next

■- *

<or how far away the stars are, or how the world 
came to be, or how it will end. You would think star, yon would not be one mile closer to it, from all 
that people who came to live in a little world for appearances, than when you left Australia. The dis- 
three score years
what kind of a world it was, would you not? But years” off, or a hundred “light years away. There

are stare known to science now that are distant

<■
»?F. W. T. *

■ <
v: -

and ten would want to know tance of the next star to it might be sixty ‘Tight

ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

they do not 1 Millions upon millions of them die
thousands of years from us, measured by the velo- •:and never dream of the glory of the miracle-world 

they are voyaging in, and they live complaining and city of light. Out we go on the wings of thought, to 
die disappointed, crying “Vanity of Vanities, all is vast stare and suns without end, forever and for- 

” Bht it is not ! All is miracle, and romance, ever—no stop, no stay, no pause through all the
By PETER T. LEOHE. St.

Jvanity.
and delight, and great joy if you know what life mighty depths of the shoreless sea; and yet there is

no end, as there was no beginning! And this fathoro-
WOW READY. 

Preface by the aether. 
183 PAGES.

means, what the world means, and the story of it.
It is a wonderful world—a world of never-fending less abyss of space is what you thought was the 
glory, and we ought to know about it, and realize sky. — But there is no sky. There is no end, no be

ginning, and no sky; yet you ask, “How did the 
world begin ?”

what a wonderful thing it is to live. 1 V«6=Per Copy, SB Oenta, jfiti*.You know the Southern Cross, do you not? The 
early Spanish navigators, when they saw these stars, 
said that they formed a cross, and they wordlipped

Ten copies op, SBNext lesson:
THE SPUD OP THEEARTH Pest Paid. .
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Defining Capitalism above) in competition with other liberty loving and 
altruistic capitalist groups. This is sometimes called 
defending the rights of small nations.

It will be noticed that this definition of capital
ism does not correspond very well with the general 
definition of society given by Professor Jenks, but I

y.-.
Sim

It:»
■A-

Defining capitalism, or capitalist society, is some- italized; such as, building railroads, opening up 
thing tike defining the universe. It is easy and can mines, oil wells, and timber tracts, as well as bring- should worry abont that Furthermore, it may be 
be done in a few words if we make our definition ing fertile land under cultivation, mostly done by pointed out that it is not

" ■

n even a decent definition of
broad and general enough. But when we get down the introduction of the most advanced and efficient capitalism, and neither it is, but it is the best I. 
to define it in all itit details and particulars it is nec- machinery, together with the transformation of could do. If not satisfactory, why, define the in-, 
eaaary to write volumes. In fact, it is safe to say thousands of comparatively free savages and barbar- *erna* ^ing to suit yourselves.

vyV1

1 y - t

Y. J. MC NEY.that everything which has been seriously written ians into docile and obedient wage slaves, or killing 
about human society’, in modern times, is an attempt them off, if they refuse to be transformed. This

process is called civilizing and Christianizng the

W-
m Communism

and
Christianism

to define some phase of capitalism.
For a simple and general definition we might heathen, 

say that capitalism is the sum total of all human,

Activity at the present time ; Or, the machine age of 
social development. But, while these definitions are 

correct in a general way they do not tell us very- 
much about capitalism. We may also take the de
finition of society given by Professor Jenks in his 
“Short History of Politics, ' which says, “A society 
is a grôup or mass of people hound together by a 

common principle or object.
general definition of any form of communism, and 
in a limited way it also applies to capitalism, but it 
is incomplete inasmuch as it does not take cognizance 

of the conflict of classes in capitalist society, nor 
the economic conditions in which this conflict has its

,iw But the countries that are not y-et capitalized are /
limited in extent, and are diminishing year by year. 
And the countries that are highly capitalized, or 
partly capitalized, are all looking for a place to dis
pose of their surplus wealth, and require an ever 
increasing market ; otherwise, the machinery of 
wealth production must stop, millions of workers 
are thrown out of employment, and we have what 
is called a crisis. Out of this condition of affairs

•( ; /’
i ' b"
r‘ I

y m Analyzed and contrasted from the Marxian and 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brown. D.D.
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Barth and make the World safe for Industrial 
Communism.

8 Lm-1 Its bold recommendations :

!

there naturally arises a competition between the 
different capitalist nations, or groups of nations, for 
control of the lion’s share of the undeveloped re
sources of the earth. This is the little joker that 
makes Mars, the old-fashioned god of war, wonder 
if he ever did know his business.

In the meantime the workers keep on working 
and producing the necessaries of life until every
thing is supplied except their own larders ; and then, 
when they have to stop because the warehouses are 
all full and there is no room to pile up any more 
wealth, they sit down and howl—for more work, till 
their masters throw them a few doughnuts to keep 
them quiet until they can find some way to dispose 
of the surplus wealth. And the way found is gen
erally war. The advantage of this method is that 
it kills three crows with one shot. It disposes of the 
surplus wealth. It disposes of a few million sur
plus wage slaves. And it decides the question as 
to which group of saviours shall have the delightful 
privilege of saving the immortal souls of the woolly- 
headed denizens of some part of darkest Africa, or 
some other corner of the earth's surface whete the

This is a very- good
-- : ;

. *

source.
It is true that even in capitalist society there is 

a desire common to all human beings which forces 

them to associate for the common purpose of more 
efficiently producing the necessaries of life, as well 

as for mutual aid in various ways. This desire or 
objective is to live and enjoy life. But, owing to the 
confusion resulting from the various conflicting ec
onomic interests it is crowded into the background.

-1

■i

tt

r Capitalism, as John D. Rockfeller has already

PLATFORM \
pointed out, is based on the ownership by a small 
and parasitic class of all the natural resources ot 

the earth as well as' the machinery of wealth pro
duction ; consequently, the remainder of society, the 
great majority of human beings, are practically 
vagrants and trespassers on property they do not 

Their only means of living is to sell the only

1

1 a
A .Socialist Party off 

Canada
i ■

souls of the inhabitants have not yet been “lighted 
with wisdom from on high.”

It does not matter, however, whether two or three
• «’ own.

thing they have for sale, their labor power, to those of the most powerful capitalist nations, by force of 
who own the means of life. Thus we see that the arms, gobble all that ilTleft of the markets or divide 
owners of wealth are masters and the workers are them up among the bunch. In either case the mar

kets are doomed. They cannot even now absorb 
- 0f life on the conditions laid down by the owners the vast amount of surplus value produced by the

workers of the world, as fast as it is produced. And 
as each new country becomes capitalized it also re
quires a market for its surplus product. Cense-

We, the BocteHit Party of affirm ear ell eg
lance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of èiie revolutionary working nlees

Labor, applied to natural resources, prod' 
wealth.

\

»nslaves. The slaves can only- have access to {he means
The present economic system is based upon

1;capitalist ownership of the means of production, 
quen/tly, all the products of labor belong to tbs capital
ist olasa

■
and masters. And the owners will not agree to let 
the slaves work unless they do so on conditions that 
will produce a surplus over and above their own 
maintenance. This surplus, which is the difference quently, it is onlyâ question of time, and a compar 
between the value of the labor power of the work- lively short space of time, until the whole world 
era and the value of their total product, is what is will be highly capitalized; when the workers of

every country will be producing surplus value in

IThe capitalist Is, therefore. iter; the
Iworker a slam 1

So long as the capitalist class remains In 
of the reins of government all the powers ot the Stats 
will be used to protect and defend Its property rights ta 
the means of wealth production and Sts control ef the
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist wm aver
se ei ling stream of profita, and to the worker, aa wver^ 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working cleas lies In setting Itself 
free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage system, under which this exploitation, at the point 
of production, is cloaked. To accomplish this necessit
ates the transformation of capitalist property In the 
mean» of wealth production Into soolally controlled 

omic forces.
The irrepressible conflict of Interest 

fetalis! and the worker necessarily sxpi 
struggle for political supremacy.

ilon

< called surplus value, or profit, and is the main aim 
and' end of capitalist production. It constitutes by large quantities and there will be no markets left to 
far the greater portion of all thfe wealth produced fight about. What will happen then is a problem

for bourgeois economists to solve.
"Corresponding to this most remarkable and in- 

bad enough, but it is only the begifining of the teresting method of economic production and distri- 
trouble. The surplus value produced by the workers bution known as capitalism there is, of course, the 
is so great that the capitalists, or owners, cannot use capitalist state. The state came into existence with 
or even waste it as quick as it is produced. It is class society and will disappear when economic class- 
necessary, therefore, to find a market in which to es have been abolished. It is a result of the conflict 
dispose of this surplus, if the machinery of wealth 
production is to be kept in operation. Now a mar
ket in this sense is not a place where things are 
bought and sold, or exchanged ; it would solve no The state is a weapon of class domination, and is 
problem to take a million dollars’ worth of goods always used by and in the interests of the ruling 

to China and bring back other goods equal in class. It is composed of a number of institutions and
kind departments which I will ikt attempt to explain just

*

r I- by the workers.
If this was the worst of capitalism it would be -s*

the
». -

Itself as a 
This Is the Class

Btrusstas,_ Therefore ww call upoe all worker* fee organise ander
W the banner of tbe Socialist Party of Canada, with the 

object of conquering the political power* for the pur
pose of setting up and 
gramme of the working daaa. as follow*:

1—The transformation, aa rapidly aa possible, 
of capitalist property la the 
wealth production (natural

5*

- ' • - <
of economic classes and changes in accordance with 
the change taking place in the economic basis of 
society, although not always in the same proportion.

enforcing the sconowdo pro-

X
i -: ef

factor-
tor-tee, mille, railroads, eta) lato collective 
means of production.

' » ■% stà ■ over
value. That would only \>e exchanging one

by the working dees.b .
farproduction for 

profit.of surplus for another, and we must remember that now. 
this surplus, for which a foreign market is necessary,
is what is left after the home market has been sup- maintain law and order among the workers at home ; 
plied. The kind of a market that ia necessary is a in other words, to guide them along the paths of 
place where this surplus may be disposed of alto- virtue and righteousness, in the condition ‘ ‘ in which 
gether, in other words it must be invested as new it has pleased divine providence to place them, 
capital. This can only be done by developing the Second, to promote the spiritual welfare of the un 
natural resources of countries that are not yet cap- civilised inhabitants of foreign lands (as mentioned

■ih A capitalist state has two functions. First, to
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national, in the article dealing with the matter an- recordinc their n. , , .

the reader m words and uunat that the point,on re- i,y for affiliation stood at 18, but since several tLa„ I 
mams unchanged. They come very near to menting ,hat number bave left ng the pa memberahiû ob 4 ^
the denunciation given to Kautsty by Trotsky, in his viously stands opposed to affiliation 
humorous way, as being busy in theoretical swind- _ _____
ling. To us the programme looks like a complete PARIS COMMUNE ^JELEBRATION
abandonment of the former position. We eta only 
judge that, of course, when we see it applied. Prac
tice is the test of all programmes.
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Comrades and Friends!
1 ,n MARCH 17th, in commemoration of the W .most •

outstanding event in proletarian history during the 
19th century, A SOCIAL AND DANCE will be héld 
under the auspices of the SOCIALIST PARTY OF 
CANADA in the CLINTON HALL (corner <rf OH*, 
ton and Pender Street E-half a block from the car 
line on Hastings E.)

The Social will be enlivened with good wholesolhe 
proletarian refreshments, after which Dancing to 
the music of a first class orchestra will be the order 
of the evening. And, as a becoming close to the 
most enjoyable event of the season a library of 
carefully selected books from the social science*, 
history and fiction will be given

:0:-

SECRETARIAL NOTES
»

d >]
-ll

Local (Vancouver) Xo. 1 regular Sunday evening 
propaganda meetings are now held in the Star 
Theatre, 300 block Main Street (east side, north of 
Hastings Street). A branch local has been organ
ized in North Vancouver, and propaganda meetings 
in the headquarters there have brought a good at
tendance up to date. See frontpage notice for meet
ings this month.

VANCOUVER, B. C., MARCH 1, 1922.
w.

UNITY.

•). ftHE Socialist movement throughout the world 
has been torn with dissension and dispute dur
ing the past few years, particularly since 1919, 

the year of the founding of the TÎiird International. 
Among the larger parties of Europe the irritating 
factor to them has been that they have been placed 
in something of a defensive position and their calm 
hps been disturbed by the early insurgent policies 
of the Third.

T
away.

Tickets: ONE DOLLAR EACHThe Winnipeg comrades, now reorganised in a 
new local of the S. P. of (l, having been 
riated” by the new conscience that pervades the 
movement these days, have been without a head
quarters since reorganisation but arc now re-estab
lished at 530 Main Street.

✓
exprop- :0 :

THE “WESTERN CLARION 
READER.

APPEALS TO THE

V

-

?S; ■
v V ' •

After the war capitalism had se^t itself towari) re
construction, and the Third International set itself 
toward the reconstruction of the Socialist movement 
as an active fighting movement for the destruction of 
capitalism. This was in the order of things, since 
the Third was born in Russia and the need of the

Buddy, the mail in P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B.C., 
contains very little evidence 
been rustling subs, with 
“Clarion’s” circulation until it 
10,000 mark.

In our last issue *the article entitled “Problems 
of the New Conference ’ should have been credited 
to “R.” The reason for the omission of the familiar 
letter we do not know but the fault is ours. We 
have sought absolution.

as yet that you have
a view to boosting theIf

-was around the
■ty

-V

I gai e you the job and added an incentive to keep 
you to the work and here, right at the start, 
lie down on the contract.

Russian revolution for outside support demanded a 
policy such as was laid down and which, generally 
speaking, reflected Russian conditions. Comrade Leekie, in response to our hints, 

opens a new series—Economies for Workers— 
this issue. The series will constitute the substance 
of his lectures on Economies in Ottawa during the 
Winter session in the study classes there. We record 
a bright notice of Comrade Leekie’s “Economic 
Causes of War” in the February “Plebs.” Leck- 
ie’s pamphlet is coupled in review with two books, 
“Oil, Its Influence on Polities” (Delaisi), and 
“North England : An Economic Geography” (Jones), 
in this fashion :

Here are threè books of interest and importance 
to the proletarian studen( of world affairs; 
that is to say, of interest to every intelligent 
ietarian student, for it becomes clearer every day 
that the student who does not go on to apply Jiis 
grounding in Economies, History or Geography to 
the actual world problems of 1922 is failing in his 
duty to his fellmvs and belying the whole aim of 
Independent Working Class Education . .
onomic Causes of War is a reprint of a series of 
articles which appeared in the “Western Clarion 
of Vancouver. They were very capable articles, al

though in book form they are a little top discursive 
to serve as a text book. The author has evidently 

It is not surprising that with all these existing or- read his Bond in, Brailsford. Morel, etc., to good 
gamzations there should arise a cry of unity. The purpose, and he also makes effective use of quota - 
Socialist press everywhere is now engaged in dis- tions from such Imperialist writers as Usher, Holland 
secting the pronouncement on unity recently made Rose and Arnold White, and from the capitalist 
by the Thrd. The following is a statement summar- * press. ... ”
iiing it:—

you

The Second International failed to rally its old 
« adherents when it tried to assemble them after the 

war, and out of the disagreements that 
born the Vienna International, generally known as 
the 2% International. These still exist as separate 
bodies, the Second having headquarters in London. 
The'Fourth International was formed in Germany in 
1921 by the Communist Labor Party of Germany, its 
point of disagreement with the Third being that the 
Third had abandoned its programme of world revol
ution.

t I*1 1920 the Congress of the Third had decided to 
form a Red Trade Union International, and in 1921 
the Red International of Labor Unions was formed. 
Ita main object of attack^as a rival organization, was 
the International Federation of Trade Unions, Am
sterdam. Out of the 1921 Congress of the R. I. L. U. 
was formed, from a congress of minority representa
tives, the Syndicalist International, the point of dis
agreement being unity with the Communist Party. 
•Apart from all these there is the Anarchist Intema- 
tional, reports of their congress of 1921 not yet hav
ing come to hand.

Had the “other fellow, ?» thf* master, hired you to 
perform the same task for him the chances 
that he would have stood

are good
over yon nagging, cussing, 

growling until you had completed it. '

arose was&
and

«
Here, thousands of miles from 

but a few yards from the
many of you, and 

never oneerest, J. have
/used an abusive term.

You can’t let 
thousand subs.

xyme down, Buddy; I’ve said that ten
?’be gathered in-by the end of this 

year, that it will be done, must be done in 
provide an incentive, a stimulus to “Clarion” writers 
to keep on growing and giving of their best.

It is often said that “we can’t go tick,” a phrase 
which implies that we have gone ahead. How far 
ahead

can

order to
pro-

\ir-1 w

& ya
Bv

you of your savage forebears, Buddy, in 
point of culture and

are

economic independence f A 
suit of shoddy rags; a shelter of shinglesT 

Social experience has made it possible 
space, weigh planets, plumb the depths of the 
span rivers, tunnel

“Eo-
-§1icy XÀ9 . • vto measure

l'océan,
mountains, lay steel ribbons 

around the earth for freight to be carried on navi
gate the seven seas, bringing the fruits of labor from 
one land to another. Yet the status of the workers 
if not worse now than two thousand years back ia at 

.most but very little improved.
Never

%

r was the human family in such a sorry. 
* * * PH"ht as the result of blindly following political

Comrade Moses Barit* writes from Manchester sh>’8ters- purblind religious and labor fakirs, unable 
saying: to harnes3 the social forces which are just as liable

to blot out the race

Ho
l-H

"Therefore the Communist International 
demand for a United.Working Claae Front. The Commun
ist Part In every country will enter Into negotiation» with 
every other working class organisation (tight, centre or 
left) to establish a common fighting programme. The Com
munist International is prepared to enter into negotiations 
with the Secopd International, the «Two and a Half Inter
national and the Amsterdam International to establish a 

• Pvo«ramm« of common action. ("The Communist," Lam- 
don. January 88th 1822. Emphasis theirs )

•:• *•
The general tone of comment on this is critical, 

charging a change of front on the.part of the Third. 
The full explanation of its intention will not be 
forthcoming until the special International Congress 
of the Third, which was hurriedly called to meet at 
Moscow on the 20th February, issues its latest theses. 
“The Communist (above quoted), organ of the C. 
P. of Great Britain, and an organ of the Third Inter-

approves the
‘f;-'

w
? k

as natural forces have wiped outJack McDonald s reference to me in issue No. 
856 seems to imply a falsity about my position and 
also my influence in Australia.

Baritz goes on to say that'he is not to be held re
sponsible for the present position of the A. S. P., 
now A. C. P. We do not interpret J. A. McD’s. re
marks toynean anything bat that Baritz has done 
good educational work in Australia.

1 animal species in the past.
là

The function of the “Clarion” ia to deal vrith all 
such problems as have arisen out of past and prq^ 
sent conditions ; examine these problems, investigate 
them, understand their 
effects.

Fj,
s

causes, and trace theirI-

Buddy, yon remember that old philosopher whq- 
said “as a man thinketh so is he”; apply i*-now to a 

rp, t> * , u peopie and see if you can get a better vantage point
1 he 1 arty vote on the question of affiliation with where you can observe the tendency of present 

the Third International on the basis of the 21 points human activities and the interplay of thought unon 
resulted in a majority of 18'for affiliation of the re- conditions.
turns from Locals and membera-at-large. The re- I want you to think, Buddy I want you to taMs 
ferendum, of course, was completely sabotaged by the sweets of meditation. But more than thhTl 
the secessionists who left the Party at once after (Continued on paga T)
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Tactics—à la Mode
i

-vtï■Y®:#F» #
HAT the labor movement is apathetic all re
cognize, and almost all will agree that the 
guard of the proletariat has been affected 

thereby. There is movement, however, in the ranks 
of the class-conscious ip the call to action. Wheth
er the activity is merely a back-wash, a change of 
position of but a few, or a simple forecast that the

T route to a revolutionary change in modern society, 
which have undoubtedly been engendered op the 
fact of the Russian revolution.

teresting, but the moat vital problem to be faced by 
the movement is in devising the most efficient me^ns 
of making inroads into the minds of the workers.

(2) . Each conclusion forms part of the educational 
teaching of each party.

(3) . Being composed of workers, all disseminate 
ideas in much the same way, i.e., among their fel
lows on the job, in local or mass meetings, and in the 
distribution of literature.

èvan-
i

The fact is that 
capitalism and its institutions were not deep-rooted 
in Russia, the mass was less learned in the ways of 
capitalistic ideology than the workers in more high
ly industrialized countries, and therefore they had 
less to "‘unlearn.” Out of the soil of extreme con
ditions, ideas of change proved fertile.

In highly developed capitalist countries the

"t
A

-iajbis .
:

ft

%

r;
t

crest of the apathy has been reached and passed, re
mains to be seen. Periodically the movement i 
stirred to activity and the 
iably conceive of

■■s so
Wrung ones invar- (4.) Each are subjected and limited to the 

economic conditions.
.same

e are all a part of that 
mass by economic necessity, and therefore are in its 
struggles. One can expect an association of revol
utionary intellectuals who are bourgeois in social 
standing to ‘‘resolve” to take part in the struggles of 
the workers, but for us of the revolutionary section 
of the proletariat, we can not escape.

a a va
new methods” of propaganda. 

Ideas Within.
Within the revolutionary movement there is 

idea that Socialism has noj made the advance that 
it might haA-e done. Blame is attributed to the tac
tics of one section by the other, and is sometimes 
very strongly expressed. Remarkable it is consider
ing that with all the efforts combined, with all their 
different tactic*. the great mass are still untouched 
except by a feAV stray ideas which have become 
monplac-e. fh.s is the substantial gain, 
censure the working class for its submissiveness, and 
the logical implication is that the mass is class-con
scious but had reclined to Avays of ease, 
think the educational process too slow and tedious 
and if approached upon the subject would exclaim :

hy, if Ave wait until ^hc Avorking-class is 
ed,’ they vA'il! neA'er be emancipated.” TT 
conception prevails that somehovr—in some way— 
the revolution is coming, and when it comes—presto! 
Capitalism will he abolished. The revolution is there
fore sometimes spoken of as though it was 
thing existing Somewhere outside of human society, 
instead of being a struggle for power betAveen two 
diametrically opposed interests.

r

ideolôgy of ̂ capitalism is more strongly entrenched 
and acts as a retard to change. But the unlearning 
process is going on, due to the conditions, which in
cludes the revolutionary movement

If revolutions werë born out T>f conditions in the 
past, then does it not equally apply to the present 
age of mechanical and chemical warfare of the air, 
sea and land, An ‘‘intelligent minority” can do no
thing when the mass is not “with them.” Our task 
therefore is to convince the mass, and when we un
derstand the intensity of struggle in the birth of a 
new social order we also realize the task before

1). .<% an

We are of the
mass.

jThe Means.
While there are some essential differences in the 

“tactics” of the various parties, still, much controv
ersy is philological in character, to Avhich 
tiong of short routes 1 to emancipation consider
ably adds to the complexity. Apert from the “ 
methods,” which, upon analysis, are found to be very 
old, but clothed in different phraseology, the 
important problem for the movement is how to in
crease our activities. We need more leaflets, pam
phlets, papers, magazines, periodicals And many 
printing plants. The movement requires more speak
ers, writers and teachers, debaters and propagand
ists, and the more efficient means of producing them 
in the form of classes and some Marxian colleges. 
Obviously the business of a Socialist organization is 
the making of Socialists and arousing class-con
sciousness in the workers.

F•v

1:vague no- :com-
Somei* i

. us.T new: ? Parties.
<4r- - If we may be permitted to parodize Marx in his 

opening lines in the first volume of “Capital,” we 
Avould say the movement in those societies in which 
the capitalist mode of production prevails presents 
itself as a vast accumulation of policies, its unit be
ing unit—y. If by the word movement we include 
all expressions of radical thought within the labor 
movement (calling themselves Socialists) the 
ment then is divided into many factions. Reform
ists and Revolutionary, Parliamentarians, Evolu
tionists and Revolutionists, Industrial Actionists and 
Political Industrialists and their variations, and 
there has bloomed into being another faction

most
; ; * " 
K « Others

i
" * ‘educat- 

Hence the
- .h

move-

.!■-

Some- Comrades and fellow- 
workers iftiAvilling members of a struggling slave 
class--the means consists of organizing our educa
tional activities and in increasing them, of intensi
fying the avenues of propaganda 
financial limitations to consider and

#3 Anow
name-

lv Reformist-Revolutionists in the form of the 
Workers Party. The Workers Party of Canada is 

It is frequently suggested that a revolution can expressly out to “take part in the struggles of the 
occur without even the workers being “ready” for workers,” to “lead” them in all activities. We 
it. Get them to act in their own immediate inter- are not to*d in what way, however, the advocacy of 
esta and then direct the issue into a struggle for a cl08ed shop, contending against Avage reductions, 
power and control. The word direct and also the etc * etc-> >8 going to lead the workers to Common- 
direction means much in the way of elementary ’sm Let’s be “liberal” minded and allow that its 
spade work yet to be performed by the Socialist Party’« speakers will dwell more upon Socialism or 
movement, and this point is sometimes overlooked. Communism than upon any immediate demand.
The Socialist movement is often condemned for not Great as this concession is. bow to teach revolution
having gained the support of the worker, which is ary Socialism without sometimes creating an Ago 
evidently xvithout the full realization of the difficnl- ism is a problem that even me W. P. of C. cannot

solve., In effect, the various reform parties’ plat- We’ve abandonèd the bright idea of pointing to 
forms differ only in form of statement, with their ourselves with pride as very useful people—Kirk haa 
advocacy of a living wage, collective bargainings, undertaken to catalogue our virtues and our job is 
etc. This is the evolutionary method of reforming to say amen to his 

,, . Revolutions are bom of con- capitalism to finally bring about Socialism The The “Clarinn ” t u . , -

class conscious and do not realize the need for eated with revolutionary intentions and by the W P *° * beC°me &
change. They have been trained in capitalistic of C* Respecting the point of leadership, the revol- 
ldeology, which permeates the whole of the existing ntionary movement knows that the outstanding fea- 
edncational institutions. From infancy members of ture of it is its reactionary tendencies to retain both 
our class are “educated” in their masters’ inter- office and popularity. It not only is the embodiment, 
esta because these institutions reflect the interest* of the great man idea in a “great party” but it sug- 
of the class predominant. The workers therefore gests that it can “lead’’ the workers to Communism 

« aré; m a measure, anti-Sociahsts. Our task is to in spite of the antipathy prevailing.
• ““St them underRtand that the onlX wa-v «ut of In examining the “tacticr” of the various parties 

the stress and uncertainty of their existence lies in within the revolutionary movement, one can draw 
the abolition of the present method of exploitation, some very general conclusions. Obviously the 
Deeply rooted are the traditions of the past in the ment ha. been and i, much concerned in the ques- 

edueation received. Our task is to help them to tion of how the workers are going to gain their 
see the need for change, not in reforms which do not emancipation. Ia it by the industrial, political or

• n orm but in the establishment of a new social mass route, the futility or the efficiency of political
'It” Conditions combined with an extensive effic- and industrial action, the power of the industrial 

V- ! ind ayRt[matl(1 educational effort will in time arm to enforce political gains, the different interpre-
, ,, bnng shout that realization. tation* to the terrae political and mass action, etc.

! There is not only impatience expressed in the var. etc? Theae questions have aU been important sub-
> «w* notions, but also the idea that there is a abort jeet matter for discuaaion, and are undoubtedly in-

1>-*V'.v iA Struggle for Power. But there are our 
the apathy,

vague notions, controversy and word splitting—and 
the need for clarity.

X -

X

• ' 1

A. J. BEENT.
\

:0 :■

here and now.
8Ï <1

Our programme of immediate demands, here and 
now, is a programme ot action for “Clarion” su os. 
If it resolves itself into’mass action so much the 
better.

AT#
-I1 -

ties of our task.. • ’:T
The Task.

There is no short route to revolutionary changes 
in human society.

F
S"A. -
:monthly.

What’s the answer?
Following. $1 each : M. Nelson, G. White, J. Mac

kenzie, J. Woods, J. Allan, J. Pollock. F. H. Leav- 
C. MeNab, A. W. Love, O. Romstad, Wm. Paseh, 

E. P. Solomon, $2 ; W. Hoare, *6 ; H WT. Speed, $3 ; 
Jim Cartwright, $3; Wm. Erwin. $7; Wm. Seyer, $2; 
Alex. Shepherd, *2; Martin Ophus, $2; A. 8. Wells, 
43 ; J. Bone, $1.

Above, Clarion subscriptions received from 10th 
to 23rd February, inclusive—total, $44.
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■:4CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND

J. Mpldrum, 42* J. Woods, 50 cento; Local Ottawa, 
(per P. T. Leckie), $3; Mary Ertz Will, 42; “B.LJ.”

h

A,
. ,2$2.

Above, Clarion Maintenance Fund donations re
ceived from I Oth to 23rd February, inclusive—total 
49.60.
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Economics for Workers "SI
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|
iz‘BY PETER T. LE OKIE a

-8-
‘-5 i '

Introduction. "* by attending gymnasiums as inventing cranes. He These views are different, to this extent : while 
learns to fly not by developing wings but by build- one is constant and eternal, Engels’ is evolutionary.

Marx, vol. I., p. 400 i Kerr edition), says :w E are living in a time when every system 
of thought which makes any pretence of mg flying maehine8‘ The law is arrest-
being scientific must have an evolutionary cd and bas practically ceased to operate in human

society in this sense.

5v ■Ae
?" Production may exist without exchange, 

cannot exist without production. "Political Economy Is thus 
really a historical science.”

‘‘Political Economy which as an independent science, 
first sprang into being during the period of manufacture, 
views the social division of labor only from the stand
point of manufacture and sees in it only the means <rf pro
ducing more commodities with a given quantity of labor, 
and consequently, of cheapening commodities and hurry
ing on the accumulation of capital. In most striking 
tract with this accentuation of quantity and exchange 
value, is the attitude of the writers of classical antiquity, 
who hold exclusively by quality and use-value . . If

mem- 
greater

There is not a word alluding 
to exchange value or to the cheapening of commodities."

Exchangebasis.
The evidence collected by science with regard 

to the origin and development, of our planet, exa
mined from a general point of view shows three 
great epochs distinctly marked :—

1st. Prom the Nebulae period to the origin of life. 
2nd. From the origin of life to the beginning of 

society,
3rd.

sent time.

The development of the high forehead of man
* ;which is seen when compared to the recently found 

skull of a Rhodesian man (still bringing the history 
of man nearer, to his poor relations, the apes) is also 
being arrested in its growth. The spread of educa
tion, and knowledge bound into books, is eliminat
ing the method of cramming our heads with know
ledge to be remembered, when we have just to turn 

From the beginning of society until the pre- up tables, references, etc., no matter what business

J
con- m■# I

the growth of the quantity produced is occasionally 
tioned. this is only done with reference to the 
abundance of use-values.

we follow.
-

When man invented the tool, he interposed a bar
rier between himself and nature, and we will see as 
we go along in future lessons how that ownership of 
the tools by a few and the absence of ownership by 
the many causes the division into classes—not a 
biological but an economic category.

Let ns then examine the economic period.

Respectively : Inorganic, Biological, Economic,
Inorganic is possibly the longest period, from 

the nebulae to vegetable and animal life.
Biological fact is, that the form of organic life 

is shaped by adaptation to material surroundings.
This takes place through contact. Life is differen
tiated or modified matter buL has no independent 
existence apart from matter.

The degree of differentiation or modification is 
the true measure of progress.

The 2nd Period has to do with the process of this Production where the oId society had to give way to
the new.

Let us now view the different bases upon which 
political economists start out in their analysis of 
political economy, and see how Marx and. they 
differ. t

Adam Smith (who is reckoned the father of pol
itical economy) opens his discussion in “Wealth of 
Nations,” thus:

‘‘The annual labor of every nation is the fund which 
originally supplies it w-ith all the necessaries and 
iencies of life, which it annually consumes and which 
sists always, either in the immediate produce of that labor 
or in what is purchased with that produce from other 
nations."

Since the introduction of private property, his
tory has been a history of class struggles, and 
society haç had to go through different system of

I cooven
modification.

From the simple cell to the evolved human being 
represents a series of increased differentiation from 
inorganic matter.

COO- -1Economics is the science whose work it is to dis-
.«the law of change. Slavery, serfdom, and 

capitalism (or wagei slavery) belong to different 
The physiological differences between species of form8 of society, and are an expression of the mode 

animals are accounted for by the modes in which production, and as economies is the science of 
they come in contact with nature in the straggle for wealth production the explanation belongs to that 
existence. This is the pre-eminent feature which science, 
stamps the biological period.

cover

devons opens his book, “Principles of Political 
Economy.” with:

“The science of political economy rests upon a few 
notions o! an apparently simple character, utility, wealth, 
value; commodity, labor, land and capital are the elem
ents of the subject, and whoever has a thorough compre
hension of their nature, must possess or be soon able to 
acquire a knowledge of the whole science.

*Another way to examine a system of society is to 
In the third or economic period the indirection of lookJÇ its superstructure, e.g., science, government, 

contact with nature receives a line of demarcation at 
once clear and distinct. This is, the introduction of n°t things. If we ask where primitive savagery dif- every economical writer has remarked, it is In treating tae 
tools. The best description of man is that not only fers from civilization, we should at once say, in the 8imple elements that we require the most care and pre- 
is he a tool using animal but a tool making and tool numbers and characters of the superstructure insti- our d^uctiTns^Yc^rdtoglTl haTP^««cdTheTfolto^g

tntions, but if we sought the cause we would arrive pages to an investigation of the conditions and relations 
at last at a difference of the tools of production. of the above notions."

If the geologists want to identify a geological

.

1art, politics, etc. The superstructures are relations,U. As almost

' ■

owning animal.ii
The tool prevents direct contact with 

Primitive man
nature. nlonger lived by direct acquisition

The tool subordinates the biological law structure they examine its fossils, so when the scien- 
of physical alteration. Alteration in the physiology tists want to examine the development of society 
of man now practically ceases and mind becomes the they examine the tools of production of primitive 
most responding medium. The changes in the indi- man. 
reet contact with nature are

no A German writer opens thus:—as a result.
The possessor of capital is as a rule in a position to 

derive from it a continued net income, which income is 
known to science under the head of Rent of Capital.

The various orders of society sufcli as slavery, "Interest of capital is the broader sense of the term, 
now determined by tlje vtc-, show just as exactly and precisely the partieu- rh‘s income P°ssesses certain remarkable qualities. It 

btoTge8 L\the tO0lS 0f P^ducti°n- Society is not lar economic system to which they belong. taîst nîomëslo Ïim^

Biologic but economic; failure to notice this simple There have been numerous schools of economies, linger to create it. and seems therefore mostly, truely to 
fact leads to many errors in analog)-, eroçh as the bee The two outstanding schools today are the Marxian 
soeie.y. 1 drew attention in our history lessons to school and the Utility school. We will have cause 
Haeckel, wherein he attempted to show that societies to show the difference of these two schools 
were divided into classes like the bees, and that proceed in future lessons.
Darwinism did not lead to Socialism.

How from, or according to an ancient simile, to be gener
ated by capital.”

as we
To come to our subject— Nothing is more absurd than to consider the sub

sistence or income of the idle recipient 
tial and necessary part of production of income. The 
product can be obtained perfectly well and the m- 

can be generated even if the recipient of the 
income does not exist or is eliminated from consid
eration. This is proved every day in the case of 
claimed inheritances, which continue to accumulate 
income although there is no recipient ; it is proved in 

It ts the the case of the income of incapables, of the insane, of 
idiots, of pel-sons in their second childhood and 
of pleasure because of property ownership, while 
the owner ignores the sources of his income in the

> .as an esaen-What is Political Economy ?
The division of labor and classes among men fails 

to produce the same effect. The worker can change 
from one kind of labor to another, because, unlike 
the bees, whose biological structure is modified by 
dir®ct contact with nature, men use tools and are 
not so modified but can change their occupation 
without any change being detected, by modification 
of the tools.

g?-.
A book I read on Banking says:—

come
“Political Economy is the science of the relation of i 

men with each other in the production, distribution and 
exchange of wealth. Economics has nothing to do with the 
technical side of Industry.

‘It has nothing to do with the treatment of the soil in 
agriculture, or the construction of machinery, 
study of the social relationship of land, labor and capital, 

as an ordinary beggar, the factors of production.
"If everybody produced for his

-•

un-

•

A king may be disguised 
A Queen may become a washerwoman if there b 
alternative to obtain her living, bnt the Queen bee, 
or bees in general, cannot suddenly change their 
functions owing to their biological structure. Among 
men the change is no longer physical (biological) bnt 
tool constructional (economic).

When man in society develops new functions he 
does not develop new physical structures. For ex
ample: To increase his powers of vision he does not
develop the muscles of his eyes, but accomplishes his "Political Economy Is, In the widest sense the science 
object by the invention of telescopes and micro- M lewe eontrelll"fl production and exchange of the 
scopes,, and uses the camera, as in astronomy To !! ",e ln humw> «“«'«ty-
develop hi, power of lifting weights it is not so mneh "e tW° entirely d,ffereM

men/ v
own wants there would

be no economics but specialisation of industry 
divisional labor, increasing efficiency erf production. Its pursuit of more agreeable occupations and pleas- 
complexlty has made its explanation become a science.’’

e no

it t - *■
with its

ures. £
All these economists and teachers of the science 

. a capitalist seem to be ready to lay down general l&ws
written book, but listen to Engels’ Marx’s co-part- ing human society without regard to time 
ner) in his “Landmarks of Scientific Socialism,” he 
says:

u .
That is a pretty fair definition from 'govero- 7 ‘V. '

or place.
They seem to be ignorant of the fact that the law* 

which they are about to explain have no universal 
explanation and are limited to certain forma of soc
iety. History, with its actual facts and relations, 
does not exist with them.

>nK*
m

Not one of fhem 
seemed to have given the slightest thought to the 

(Continued on page 7)
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mWES TERN CLAI10NH PAGE SEVEN

An Outline of Psychology the interests of the working class. The authors have 
completely and unambiguously kept the book clear 
of the ideology of the bourgeoisie and their hangers- 
on. Not only this, but the book is teeming with well 
chosen, deeply considered and accurate 
of the working class ideology and viewpoints. Let 
the reader, however, judge for himself.

'm m

AN OUTLINE OF PSYCHOLOGY. Prepared by Textbook 
Committee, The Plebs League, 11a Penywern Road, Earl’s 
Court, London, 8.W.5. 178 pp. 2s 9d post pd.

in correlation with History and Economics should 
have been made clear in the book. The absence of

expressions
a Ca ■isuch guidance in a shortcoming. Other shortcom

ings, from our reviewing standpoint, are that • the 
authors have either perfunctorily treated or have al- 

heretic. together passed by some of the essentials of Psyehol-

■S-
H. RAHULNY ONE daring to introduce such an innova

tion as Pschology to the working class move-A --------------:o :--------------
ECONOMICS FOR WORKERS.

(Continued from page 6)
fact that the phenomenon which he was about to de
scribe and examine was a part of an historical situ
ation, and the result of an historical development.

All the nations, all the ages, all the stages of 
human development are subject to the laws they lay 
down.

! ? P ■

ment is liable to be looked upon as a 
The history of human society amply demonstrates °"v- and ,bat tbe sources of their material are ill

chosen. Take for example p. 12. s. 7 ( Chapter : Con
sciousness and the Unconscious)

" v

S
$ ■?>.

the fact that dogma, inertia of- thought and dread 
of change commonly set in and develop in the or
ganizations of the people just as they become fairly 
stabilized.

r
"We do not know what consciousness is, and will not 

therefore wa^te lime attempting to define it We ex
perience it as the sum total of our sensations, emotions, 
desires, memories, and other psychic phenomena. . .

The Plebs League, in publishing the 
“Outline,’ have taken this point into consideration 
as illustrated by the following passage :

t.' ]

V-
Hj Now contrast this with Karl Marx. He 

his great work “Capital” thus:
opens

"The great enemies of progress are those stolid, dull- 
witted, unimaginative persons v>ho comprise so large a 
proportion of mankind. They dread change because change 
disturbs their established outlooks and habits, and because Psychology, and that the definition should have beep
they lack the mental vision which could show them the attempted. The problem of class consciousness, so 
potentialities of change. These are the constitutionally 
conservative people, those who fear change (neophobiacs), 
or hate novelties (misoneists)." Page 102.

- Now we consider that the study of consciousness 
is vital in Psyçjiology, particularly in working class»; * :

'The wealth of those societies m which thé capitalist ^ 
mode of production prevails, presents itself as an immense 
accumulation of commodities."- ;

- central in the working class movement, together 
with that of social consciousness can not be sutB- With one mighty sweep of the pen (as Boudin 

savsl all the limitations and conditions of the pro
blem are given. The picture is set in its historical 
surroundings in that phraseology. (Read it again). 
No generalizations to suit everything in general and 
nothing in particular, but a real live situation with 

.a definite burning problem. No wonder, instead of 
losing himself in generalities or wasting time in the 
definitions of conceptions and notions, Marx delves 
right into the subject and

“Its unit being a commodity our investigation muet 
therefore begin with the analysis of a commodity." 

(Introduction to be continued)
----------- :0------------

THE “WESTERN CLARION” APPEALS TO THE 
READER.

(Continued from page 4) 
want you to rustle su os. to keep the “Clarion”
No writer wields a more colorful pen than Comrade 
Ross, whose initial “R” has completed many a page 
of the “Clarion” during 1921, and few there be 
whose sense of perception is so keen as his. Ross 
is entering the gateway to a larger and wider under
standing of capitalism.

While ( omrade Stephenson is the only capable 
interpreter of Veblen. the greatest living Marxist 
today. Upon Stephenson rests the £ask of present
ing in less ponderous language the conclusions of a 
writer, who must' continue to become 

jn count of his greatness.

;r eiently brought home to the student or the readers 
of the “Outline” when its authors say about con
sciousness “we will not therefore waste time at
tempting to define it.” Because of the imperfect 
understanding of the authors about consciousness, 
vr because of their neglect of duly treating this 
most essential element of mind, the whole work is 
further biased by references made in it to the 
conscious.

'C
The authors of the Outline ' ' open their preface 

with a consideration of the place of Psychology in 
the education of the working class :— J

"Doubtless some working class students will ask: 
“Why Psychology?” They will say: “Economics we know; 
Industrial history we know; but what has Psychology to 
do with Independent working class education?” 
wer is: "Read this book and find out!”

-■

un-
The ans- says : e

Excepting a certain insignificant percentage of 
thr- sub-normal or the feeble-minded whose

"The compilers of the "Outline" are convinced that
what Darwinism did for our knowledge of Biologic
and what Marxism did for our knowledge of economic and sviousness is liable to be “invaded” by the 
social man. the new Psychology is doing for our know scious. resulting in obsessions, hysteria, hypersug- 
ledge of man s place in nature” as the thunting master of *♦ i , ,r^Kirc gestibility or pathological conditions, human society

has, constitutionally, a “normal consciousness’’ or,
facta and theories of contemporary Psycholhgy from the technically, a “normal consciousness standard. 
pnJetarfan outlook ; to give them entirely freed from the The characteristics of the average human mind 
taint of bourgeois ideology. It Is a contribution to prolet- sessing a normal consciousness standard, which 
arian science, to a science formulated, understood, and ex
pounded by revolutionary worker#.

1 con-man.
uncon-.«

J
«

This book, then, is a first attempt to give the main
igomg.

*
pos- !

- àun
derlies normal human behavior, constitute the •. h■ «

A science competent 
nature of lu science of Psychology proper. Any abnormalities 

viewed in a small number of human beings must be 
’rested under the head of abnormal Psychology.

to enable the working class to realize the 
own aims; a science which organizes forces for the de
struction of a social order based upon heredltable wealth, 
economic inequality, and the exploitation of man by man.

i

1
Scientific methods of observation, experimenta- 

our own nlT’13"8 Ü, undCTStaDd ^ workin* of lion, generalization, verification, etc., are applied to
to understand the working of 2 minds Z7*2 ***<*«&. ««d -t « built up by authorities likf

who will side either wtth us or against us aa the effi Rl|dwin, James, Stout. Sully, McDougall, Wundt,
clcney of our own or our enemies' propaganda may deter Fulpc, Pillsbury. Hunter, AngeU, Titchener, etc.,
mine. . Such things can be learned through Psychol- Our friends, the authors oftbe
ogv." >

I
minds;

K]!lpoorer on ac-
JOutline,”
:stead of tapping these reliable sources have Leckie is attracting the attention of an audiepc© 

gone into works of Frond, Hart and God- more cosmopolitan than the rest of the “staff’ on 
dard, who, in the mein, treat of abnormal or account of his “Economic Causes of War” and les- 
ultra normal Psychology ; they have fallen short, in s»ns on the Materialist Conception of History, 
our opinion, of furnishing a text book of value for 
working class study in Psychology.

1
Beyond this expostulation in the preface of the 

book we expected that in the text the authors would 
define the scope and field of Psychology from the 
standpoint of working class educational needs, but 
it is not treated to

«With the coming of spring and the laying aside of 
his many duties, Morgan (“Geordie”) will be har
nessed anew to the task of completing the “People’s 
Marx.

S
llany extent. Psychology as it is 

treated in the “Outline” refers to no experimental 
or laboratory wrok in the study, and as its scientific* 
methods are not urged on the reader, one is liable 
to become an introvert (one who turns to mind). 
The relation of economic science and the social fae 
tors which correlate and determine the

Can anyone conceive of an “Outline” of Psychol
ogy which does not treat of the elements of
serions and their qualities, which constitute the raw The “Clarion” has for the past few years been the 
material of the human mind and on which is depend- <-'learest organ of the working class in this country, 
cut the whole mental imagery, which latter the pro- aud that too during a time when it would have paid 
cesses of mind like imagination, reasoning or associ- to be obscure. Support of this paper by the work- 
ation weave into mental products like percepts,
eepts. etc’ Furthermore, the vital subject of “at- °f the •workers, 
tention

sen-
5%>.

!Î4

. I ,t scope of '
Psychology have not to any extent been treated in 
thè work.

i.iers is the only reliable gauge of the mental progress Ucon-1 .

Aversion to Psychology on the part not only of ‘S dropped'. The treatment of “memory” NowMjuddy, you must go after those subs, with a
the working class but of others is not surprising it 'S £'‘aUty; nothmg. about retention, reproduc- vigor you have not hitherto displayed. All-returns
has an instinctive basis. The phenomena of life and "f°"' 1 imd recognition—the very fundamentals must be' in before the end of March, 1922. “The
mind obey the law of forward motion whereas the meino^-nor ab°«t the laws governing these pro- Positive Outcome of Philosophy” (Dietzgen) and 
study of Psychology is a kind of “introversion ” « CeSSeS' £xeept imder a general name of associative the “Social Revolution” (Kautsky), will be 
mmdward motion, and when a balance ,s not main- 'Z™0™' perfunct°rdy treated, practical instruction 
tamed while studying Psychology and introspect- 77°^ '**77 ? •
ing, by following what Bergson “attention to life ” J - essenîaa ^actors of ‘ 1,mtatlon alld *0™- 
that is, by constantly adjusting and adapting our- 7 \ ‘““T Ps>choloFy and the effects of their 
selves to objective reality.'not only individuals but £ l10" ^ S°C1 kldividual beha™r

nations fall into a Psychological slough such as Z *7" T “ barf mentlon' The ot
Europeans fell into for a thousand years during t“ ^ " 7 suggestibility have attracted the at-
dark ages, while the mental inertia of the Asiatic bilhv” i tec ^ bUt T ^ Sugge8ti'

- * People has lasted longer and from which they are f a Z eonsciousne8a what maas 18 m gravita 
just emerging. The latter condition too owes itself to Sleuth « con8eio“^88 has seemed
to the circumstance that the capitalism of the west ^ ™8,gnifirant that « is a foregone
ern eountri? demands that they Une up with ee- ZctZon'^ ^ ^ 

odobuc conditions or forfeit their existence.
The relative utility of the study of Psychology 

* »

il
given

as a prize to the one with the highest number of sub
scribers. And the “Industrial History” (de Gib- 
bins) to the next highest.
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Buddy, go catch ’em! R.K.
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Studies, Partial and Prejudiced. The succeeding phases have produced succeeding 
schools of thought and otherwise than its name 
might suggest, the historical school has its work 
outlined, not in confining it» interests to the work 
of former investigators but to the furtherance of en
deavor toward the same stated objective, which is 
to find the laws underlying the industrial progress 
of human society, and to formulate an outline of the 
processes through which they must operate. The 
valuable work done in economics in the last fifty 
years has been accomplished by men who are dir
ectly under the influence of the historical school, 
whether they are professed adherents of that school 
or not

i»; Woman Voder Socialism (Bebel)

No system that shall be valid in all ages 
be formulated by us today. The truth of this obser
vation is thrust home to the student of economic 
enquiry, the history of which may be observed in 
three periods, the ancient, the medieval and the 
modqm worlds.

Jïvery thinker is a child of his time, -and such 
judgment of him as we may pronounce must be tem
pered by a consideration of the period in which he 
lived and the circumstances by which he was sur
rounded. His conclusions, arrived at through the 
examination of -the basis and structure i)f society 
as he found it. cannot be isolated from that period 
in which he lived. The institution of slavery was 
so entirely in harmony with the life of the Greeks 
{hat the Greek thinkers regarded it as indispen
sable and inevitable, and such observations as their 
investigators made in economics that are of particu
lar moment to us are mainly happy, and sometimes 
striking, anticipations of the pronouncements of lat
er periods, and in which the .influence of geometry 
perhaps had considerable bearing.

While it is essential that we ««amine the past re
cords of investigation in this study in order to quick
en our comprehension, and awaken our perceptions 
to its position today, we must bear in mind that cir
cumstances must have existed in proportion great 
enough to permit of scientific generalisations being 
taid down, and the investigators must have been 
equipped with the aids and instruments essential to 
proper research before conclusions could be reach
ed that would affect our present-day life and aid us 
in understanding present-day problems. The march 
of *11 science is marked by the interdependence of 
each of its branches upon' the other, and the rela
tions they bear to the changing needs of man, the 
practical exigencies required to be met by him, and 
the organs he_j>roduces, to the conservation, main
tenance, and perpetuation of society.

Co-existent with the ancient, medieval and mod
em periods of human development we have the re
cords of their enquirers into economic research, and 
not until the last mentioned period is reached do 
we meet what has come to be known as the Histor-
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However earnest may be our interest in any sub

ject of interest to mankind, and however far re
moved may be our personal interest in sectarian 
strife, if we proceed along the way that generates 
knowledge of the conditions of human existence 
there arrives the moment when we surely must take 
issue on behalf of one side and against another. 
And, mainly, the real obstacle that has always ob
structed the way to open acceptance by the econ
omists of today of the outstanding principles fea
tured by the historical school in its dissection of 
the economic laws of capitalism, lies in capitalism 
itself, as an institution based upon private property 
and the exploitation of labor. In such a society—- 
a society of private gain through private ownership, 
there mast arise private prejudice in the custodians 
of its institutions of learning, which, in turn must be 
supervised for its defence and maintenance. The 
postive nature of the historical method in explain
ing human society practiced by the strong influ
ences that now assail onr houses of learning, so in
controvertible, so sound, and so completely are they 
in accord with the gathering array of sordid facts 
presented by the active life around ns that they pro
nounce their opponents as mere quibbling apologists 
who are subject to the suspicion of interested con
servatism, if not to private personal gain. Political 
t< onotny today, for a clear analysis of the stage of 
society we find ourselves in must lay down its prin
ciples upon its fundamental basis, and its problems 
must be stated in the terms of the contradictions and 
antagonisms arsing from capitalism. A system of pri- 
’ate ownership means pnipertyleas people, a people 
exploited in production means a slave class and a
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te :master class, and a master and a slave class constitute
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can we ex-abolished forever. And not until then 
tional forms devoted to pubic defence, based Ut>on pect disinterested research in this field to be ad- 
territorial property. Its dominant class was un
sympathetic towards the industrial arts and held

vanced.

the handicrafts in contempt, except those subserv
ient to war or war-like sport. There was within its 
bounds little room for manufacture, less for com- * 
merce, and family needs constituted the essential 
factor underlying production. In such a society 
economic research must necessarily reflect the re
strictions imposed by its field of examination.

The modern period is filled by a development of 
successive phases which, in their gradual approach 
to the age of machinery, commercial relations, and 
the well established features of commodity produc
tion generally, somewhat characterize our own time.
A wider field of investigation has brought in its 
train a broader application to the investigation of 
affaire of human concern and, necessarily, the field 
of economic research has Occupied the attention of
increased numbers of investigators, so that while in Enclosed find______ „
the first confirmed appearance of capitalism 
generally operative system economic research has 
been characterized in its methods by almost wholly 
abstract considerations, its later characteristics have 
betrayed a leaven of human interest, as its problems 
have gradually unfolded an explanation of the true 
nature of the institution now understood as capi
talism.
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